Le French Design in Miami [fr]

NO TASTE FOR BAD TASTE in the Miami Design District

Officially opened by the Ambassador of France to the United States, Mr. Gérard Araud, the French project NO TASTE FOR BAD TASTE So Starck, So Bouroullec... so le French Design is being showcased in the Miami Design District until February 4, 2018.

In collaboration with the Institut français, VIA (Valorization of Innovation in Furnishing) created a touring show highlighting the best of French Design. 40 international figures from the world of the arts – including a MOMA curator, an Indian designer, a philosopher and fashion designers – have selected their 40 favorite showpieces from the 21st century, considered to be iconic. Framed by Jean-Charles de Castelbajac’s poetic scenography, the exhibition is a celebration of 40 years of VIA’s support for future design.

Where: Paradise Plaza in Design District
151 NE 4 1st Street Suites 834-802
Miami FL 33137